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Basic Writings Of Kant Modern
In recent years there has been a major revival of interest in the political philosophy of Immanuel Kant. Thinkers have looked to Kant's theories about ...
Kant and Political Philosophy: The Contemporary Legacy
How should we, as thinking, moral, political, aesthetic beings, conceive of our relation to each other and to the world presented to us by the exact sciences—in particular, by modern mathematical ...
The Philosophy of Immanuel Kant
Ideas of 'dignity' are central to questions of life and death, including in public policy and legislation, such as the Dignity with Dying Bill being considered by the Oireachtas. Leading academic and ...
Human dignity and modern Ireland
Before the 17th century, people did not think of themselves as belonging to something called the white race. But once the idea was invented, it quickly began to reshape the modern world ...
The invention of whiteness: the long history of a dangerous idea
A fresh collection of writings by Hermann Cohen that sheds light on an often overlooked scholar. Hermann Cohen (1842–1918) was among the most accomplished Jewish philosophers of modern times ...
The Tauber Institute for the Study of European Jewry
At a time when the political landscape of Bengal is witnessing the possibility of inroads being made by the Bharatiya Janata Party, adherents of Brahmoism say the party will be unable to understand ...
Celebrating the ‘essence of Hinduism’: How 19th century Brahmo Samaj altered Bengali society
May Day has all sorts of historically varied meanings and traditions among various groups, including Catholics. Since the late 19th century, however, May 1 has been particularly known for its ...
May Day: the Socialist Worker vs. St. Joseph the Worker
A growing chorus of scientists and philosophers argue that free will does not exist. Could they be right?
The clockwork universe: is free will an illusion?
As he put it, he was always a “traitor” — and this contrarian spirit was central to the aura which surrounded modern French intellectuals ... famous French figures of the 20th century, and his ...
The decline of the French intellectual
In addition to being recognised as one of the all-time great film directors, Satyajit Ray was arguably one of the most versatile creative geniuses of Bengal, if not India, in modern times ... Many of ...
Satyajit Ray — the creative genius
Has American society ever been in less basic agreement on what so many important ... Opponents of the modern filibuster have taken to calling it “racist” because it has been used for racist ...
Words Have Lost Their Common Meaning
The neo-Kantians sought to reinterpret Kant’s ideas about knowledge and reality in light of new developments in science, and Cassirer’s early work contributed to this project. In Substance and ...
The Symbolic Animal
It also rejects the idea of basic rights guaranteed in the Constitution ... by silencing their writings and their speech, by silencing their access to the Internet and through social ostracism.
How Did the Cancel Culture Become Dominant So Quickly?
From the writings of MLK Jr: “…[I]n spite of the shortcomings of his analysis, Marx had raised some basic questions ... Although modern American capitalism had greatly reduced the gap through ...
Who's afraid of critical race theory?
With just a perfunctory look at the various schools in Ejura township, one thing is abundantly clear there is no such school, so badly and poorly structured as Pangabu TI Basic School, yet it ...
Infrastructure development in schools: Pangabu TI Basic School, abandoned and forgotten by the leaders - The pupils' plight
Gresham Machen once wrote, is one of the greatest achievements of the modern ... basic participation in the market exchange. This disincentivizes writers who can no longer sell their writings ...
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